COVER LETTERS
WHY WRITE A COVER LETTER?
The purpose of the cover letter is to:
• introduce yourself – while making a connection to them
• demonstrate your interest – tell why you’re applying to them in a genuine way
• generate their interest – tell them how you’re the right fit for their vacancy
• draw attention to your resume – points out highlights of your resume

Hi!
Pick Me!

Focus on what you can do for the employer, not what they can do for you. A cover letter presents a chance to
elaborate on key aspects of your resume. Go into depth, don’t simply reiterate what’s already on your resume.
Employers may read 100’s of cover letters for a single job posting, many with similar word phrasing. It takes work
and creativity to grab the reader’s attention and show them why you are the best fit for the position. Generic cover
letters will likely get dismissed with other generic applications.

BE PROFESSIONAL





Cover letters should always be addressed to a specific person - do not use “to whom it may concern; sir; madam”
– If needed, call the company to find out who to address the letter to.
Your letter should be no more than one page, and should be word processed (unless it is specifically requested
by the employer that the letter be handwritten)
Use a professional font with size 11 or 12. Most employers prefer short and to-the-point cover letters
Send as a PDF whenever possible to minimize conversion errors

BE ENGAGING







Don’t just repeat what’s on your resume; bridge the content of your resume to the posting with specifics
Write a different cover letter for each job you apply for, customize information for each position / organization
you are applying for, and try to demonstrate your specific qualifications for the position
Tailor your cover letter to the needs of specific employers. Prioritize your cover letter with the information that
is most relevant to the position for which you are applying.
Show personality by demonstrating unique or nuanced characteristics you bring to the job – Stand out!
Vary your sentence structure; do not start every sentence with “I”. Consider using short personal
narratives/anecdotes to create meaningful connection.
Use ‘unique-to-you phrases’ and avoid over-used phrases. Include specifics such as numbers, percentages and
facts to quantify/qualify and show results. (See the Word Phrasing handout)

RESEARCH SHOWS




Conduct company research! Research will also help you discover what the company values. Make a personal
connection with any shared values and highlight this in the introduction of your cover letter
You can even research similar cover letters for similar positions to get started
Research separates the good cover letters from the generic ones
For more support, book an appointment with Career Services at www.tru.ca/CEL
TRU Career & Experiential Learning Department | Old Main 1712 | 250-371-5627

TEMPLATE
Your Name (use the same header as your resume)
Your Address
Today’s Date
Company Name
Company Address
Company Address
Re: (Identify what position you are applying for; and the competition number if there is one)
Greeting: (use the correct contact person’s name)
First Paragraph:
 Talk about them first! Demonstrate your knowledge of the organization and why you want to work for
them specifically. Make every company think they’re each the top employer on your list.
 Reference their mission/reputation/accomplishments to make a positive personal connection.
 Your goal is to capture the reader’s attention and encourage them to read on!
Second Paragraph:
 Now talk more about you! Start by quickly summarizing your experience and education.
 Then move into small stories detailing how you possess the most valuable qualities they are looking for
(that you have gleaned from the job posting).
 You can use a Past/Present/Future format to illustrate your experience and skills

o Past – While with ABC Company, I interacted with clients from a variety of backgrounds in many different settings.
o Present – Through this experience, I developed my ability to adapt my communication (body language/tone/affect) to
customers from different cultures or in different states (angry, in crisis, etc).
o Future – I’m confident that I would foster repeat service for you company by supporting your customers in any situation to
make them feel heard and welcomed.

 Or consider a “pain statement” that describes how you will address the primary challenges that company
or role may be facing

o Example – The seasonal sales period can be very challenging when you’re trying to keep an organized storefront while faced
with very high customer volume. I can efficiently multi-task to prioritize customers while ensuring I complete all
merchandizing tasks to also maintain an immaculate store image.

 Demonstrate strong writing qualities and break the paragraph up if it gets too long.
Last Paragraph:
 Detail how the employer can get in touch with you
 Convey your enthusiasm in applying while referencing your first paragraph
 Express your appreciation for their time and consideration
Closing, (sincerely/regards/respectfully)
(Insert a digital signature if you are able)

Typed Name
For more support, book an appointment with Career Services at www.tru.ca/CEL
TRU Career & Experiential Learning Department | Old Main 1712 | 250-371-5627

